How We Got Here

From the basement office, funded by a mortgage on the founders’ family home, our contract furniture company has grown steadily for 15+ years. Within two years of opening, our company doubled in size, added more than 100 dealers, and created a handful of well-designed, beautifully built products. Then things really took off as we added new products, began serving some of the most recognizable brands in the world, and enjoyed double-digit growth every year. We’re still a family company at heart, and we continue to stay true to our commitment to new technologies, engineering, and ideas combined with true service and value.
Our Next Big Idea is The Next Big Thing

At Enwork, we always keep an eye on global trends and emerging needs, because they influence the way we develop our strategy and designs. Keeping track of both today’s demands and tomorrow’s innovations is how we create adaptable designs that deliver a lifetime of value. After all, today’s investments help us take on whatever comes tomorrow.

EXPLORE HOW TRENDS TURN INTO GREATER SPACES, AND HOW FORETHOUGHT LEADS TO ADAPTABLE DESIGNS AND LONG-TERM VALUE
Inspiration Through Collaboration

You can tell a lot about a company by the company it keeps. Here at Enwork, we work with clients that are leaders in productivity, innovation, intuitive design and creative thinking—clients like Tesla, Lyft, Yeti and Netflix. These organizations want workspaces that not only meet their needs for agility and productivity, but also reflect their innovative values and culture. It’s why they come to Enwork.
SPEED AND SKILL ARE ALWAYS A WINNING COMBINATION

Even the smartest and most experienced companies know they can’t do it alone. At Enwork Studio, we leverage a global, tier-1 supply chain to source the best technologies, materials, and components available, giving our customers access to the best products without breaking the bank. Our studio also boasts one of the largest design teams in the industry, which gives us the ability to turn any vision into reality. Our skillful designers, engineers and materials experts collaborate with each other and with our customers to provide solutions that are equally intelligent and responsive. Because we are built to turn on a dime, we welcome the challenge of both custom projects and crunched deadlines. After all, moving at the speed of business means solving problems faster and more elegantly to create inspiring products and spaces.
The Magic Happens In The Studio

From startups to established companies, everyone is looking for something that will communicate the strengths of their brand and put their innovative thinking on display, without sacrificing the performance that allows people to work the way they desire. By marrying exceptional materials and finishes with progressive design and thoughtful user experience, we create spaces that are wildly functional and remarkably beautiful.
ON-TREND TODAY AND DESTINED TO BE TOMORROW’S ICONS, ENWORK TABLES SET THE TONE FOR STIMULATING BRANDED ENVIRONMENTS

CONFERENCE AND MEETING:

Adventure™
Equilibrium™
Foundation™
Stealth™
Concurrence™
Sawhorse

VISIT ENWORK.COM TO SEE MORE PRODUCTS
Refined Yet Industrial

Mixed materials and adventurous design touches inspire conversations in any space. Customize your Adventure table with several options, from power accessories, foot rail, heights and sizes, as well as metal and wood finishes. Architectural elements such as bent and welded metal components, structural turnbuckles, and exposed ply supports create an unforgettable Adventure.
Reaching Further

Truly the perfect balance of form and function, Equilibrium makes a dramatic design statement. A patented design leverages a single base to create the illusion of an expansive floating surface. We never sacrifice design, engineering or production.

Innovation In Engineering And Design

Coordinating credenzas, inviting round tables, and a variety of sizes help complete your space.
Power To The People

Foundation offers a sophisticated look while managing all your power and data needs. Integrated technology troughs and access doors offer ultimate flexibility for pre-existing AV standards.

---

START WITH FOUNDATION FOR A QUALITY TABLE SOLUTION WITH A MARKET-LEADING PRICE POINT
Board Room: Now Boarding

Impress your clients with Stealth. Featuring angular and expressive aluminum extrusions, Stealth tables add sophistication to any space. Available in seated and standing heights.
Refined Beauty
Concurrence, with its subtle yet sophisticated aesthetic, is one of the best-selling conference table platforms. Featuring a domed, aluminum end cap, Concurrence blends well with any architectural envelope.

Technology Integration
We’ve simplified the power and data question, with high-function, low-complication, cost-effective solutions that support virtually any work or collaboration style and setting.
Bet On The Right Horse

It's a simple take on a timeless design. Sawhorse bases are available for conference and training table applications. Sawhorse offers a modern solution for media sharing, café and third spaces.
THERE'S A SCIENCE TO ENABLING LEARNING. WE DRAW UPON DEEP RESEARCH BY UNIVERSITIES AND DESIGN FIRMS TO CREATE PRODUCTS THAT SUPPORT LEARNERS, INSTRUCTORS AND FACILITY MANAGERS.

TRAINING AND CLASSROOM:

Zori™
Ritz™
Impression™
THE NEW DEFINITION OF LEARNING

Our Most Comprehensive Education Platform
The culmination of extensive research, this comprehensive collection includes training tables, mobile white boards, monitor stands, teacher desks, lecterns and more—all designed to enable today’s learning styles while honoring modern architectural trends.
Flip-Top Tables

Equal parts timeless design and smart engineering, Ritz tables provide outstanding stability in a slim profile. These movable and easily storable tables are perfect for dynamic learning spaces.
Enable Learning

Monitor Lift and Laptop Storage Tables are just two ways Enwork enables today’s learning and teaching styles. Impression is a comprehensive collection, with base designs intended for nearly every application.

Impression™
FROM INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATIONS TO BENCHING AND BEYOND, ENWORK PRODUCTS OFFER A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON GETTING THINGS DONE

OPEN-PLAN SPACES:

Ambitio™
Solano™ Adjustability
XTB4™

VISIT ENWORK.COM TO SEE MORE PRODUCTS
DESIGNED TO RADICALLY
IMPROVE THE OFFICE
AESTHETIC OF HEIGHT-
ADJUSTABLE WORKSPACES

A giant aesthetic step forward for adjustable-height workspaces, Ambition includes components for any work style and need. Designers love the 36" floating beam that powers a 12-pack with only two supports.
Enwork’s Solano bases share common attributes including whisper-quiet mechanisms, impressive sturdiness, and clean design. Solano VT-series features patented self-polishing tube-bushings, programmable handsets, and unique cantilevers. VT2 is simplified to reach aggressive price points. Solano VT2 Sit/Stand is further simplified with 2-tubes, resulting in 29”–49” of adjustability.
As an early innovator, we’ve offered linked benching for nearly a decade.

XTB4™ features improved screen options, redesigned wire management, and simplified part numbers to make ordering easy. Industry-leading electric bases with gyrosopic anti-collision sensors and whisper-quiet motors ensure safe and pleasant environments.
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